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Abstract
Design and calibration of spreading equipment for agricultural materials are critically important but is
facing some limitations in time and costs. Lack of personnel and environmental constraints, as well as
equipment features present challenges in the calibration process and results. The major objective of this
project was to introduce and investigate the feasibility of integration of automated electrical equipment
into this calibration process in order to optimize the overall procedure in terms of cost, time and precision
as an ultimate goal. Specific objectives focused on optical techniques as well as novel accelerometer
technology.
A photo based method in detection of collected grains based on counting of particles was investigated.
Results from tests with three different grain particles showed that the sensor could be used in applications
up to 20gr of collected materials in one pass. The sensor could detect multiple particles’ passage at the
same time, but was unable to go further than a certain sample weight of 20, 30 and 60 grams for
ammonium sulfate, rice and urea respectively while maintaining acceptable precision. In this regard,
physical characteristics of the mentioned granular particles were also investigated to better address the
importance of physical uniformity in this sensing system.
A novel set of sensing plates based on accelerometer technology were introduced and the practicality of
the sensors was tested using the standard setup for measurement of spreading patterns. A comparison
between the outputs of a set of identical accelerometer plates showed a close estimate of the trend which
could be achieved in the same deposition using the traditional dry calibration process. Moreover, the
introduced sensor was highly flexible and could be adjusted in various ways in order to better match the
application demands. In this regard, the proposed sensor was also tested at 10 and 20 degree angles with
respect to the horizon and the results indicated almost twofold improvement in resolution from 595mV/g
to 955mV/g at 10 and 20 degrees respectively. This novel accelerometer based technique may be practical
for improved automation of calibration techniques.

viii

Chapter 1: Introduction
While the agricultural industry is important to the economy of any country or region around the world, its
efficiency and environmental challenges are critical. These challenges have always made non-uniform
distribution a common concern throughout the agricultural industry. As required inputs (seeds, fertilizers,
crop protection chemicals) are applied using mechanical equipment (spreaders, sprayers, planters) their
accuracy and precision in uniformity and expected application rate reflect directly on the farm’s
productivity and the farmer’s bottom line. Potential loss of yield, uneven crop maturity and waste of
chemicals with prospective environmental and legal implications are major problems due to a nonuniform application of chemicals to field crops. For these reasons, calibration of all equipment used to
distribute farm inputs is an essential practice to maintain productivity and profitability.
Due to this remarkable importance of the calibration subject in the agricultural equipment, several
researches have been studied the distribution of granular materials with respect to the effects of particle
characteristics, spreader design features and adjustments, and operating conditions (Teske, Thistle, &
Grob, 2007). Sample collection configurations and the effects of surface hardness in calibration precision
have also been taken into picture. Even some researches have done significant contribution to simulate the
trajectory of the particles released from different types of spreaders (Bansal, Walker, & Gardisser, 1998),
(Grift, 2001), (Jones, Murray, & Yule, 2008). However, no serious replacement has ever been proposed
for the current traditional dry calibration method. Although undeniably, an automated platform which
could run a faster, simpler and more accurate process would considerably affect the costs and precision in
the equipment’s application and hence the resultant yield. As sensors are becoming more common in
agriculture mechanization, use of sensors in calibration of agricultural material application equipment can
contribute to the efficiency and enhance this envisioned accuracy.
In this project, some potential methods for automation of the dry calibration process were investigated.
Possible solutions and streamlined processes based on electronic sensors were researched through
1

experiments that we believed can help reduce time and human effort during the calibration process while
increasing measurement accuracy.

1.1. Spreaders and Calibration
Spreaders are used in agriculture and turf industry to distribute a variety of seeds, fertilizers, and chemical
products in solid state. They can be standalone units such as turf or push-type spreaders (Figure 1.1-1) or
they can be attached to agricultural aircraft or tractors. Ground-based spreaders usually rely on spinning
disks to accelerate particles towards the ground and distribute them in acceptable uniformity. Spinning
disks can be hand operated or driven by a ground wheel in small turf spreaders, or by hydraulic pumps in
tractor and truck-mounted spreaders. Other types of ground-based spreaders include pendulum-type and
drop spreaders.

Figure 1.1-1 - Push-type spreaders
Aircraft are used to distribute agricultural material over large farm areas. Crop commodities such as rice
and sugarcane depend on aircraft to distribute seeds and fertilizers when conditions do not permit groundbased equipment to do so. The primary spreader type on fixed wing aircraft in the United States is the
ram-air or venturi spreader (Figure 1.1-2). These spreaders drop material into a ducted air stream where
particles are accelerated and ejected to the rear and laterally by the air. There are some general limitations
on conventional ram-air spreaders for dispersing dry material from aircraft, such as: (a) the aerodynamic
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drag and power requirements are high, and (b) distribution patterns are not very satisfactory if the
application rate exceeds 115 Kg per hectare, or the ejection rate is greater than 15 Kg per second
(Gardisser D. R., 1993).

Figure 1.1-2 - A typical venturi spreader attached to an aircraft
Spreaders have to be calibrated before use. Calibration ensures distribution uniformity, correct application
rate, and effective swath width. Current calibration process “ (About Operation S.A.F.E.)” involves a
traditional method of placing a number of equally spaced sampling pans on a straight line called “the
sampling line”. This sampling line is at least double in length than the expected effective swath width of
the spreader, and it is set preferably perpendicular to the wind direction to avoid the effect of wind on
displacing the deposited particles. Sampling lines and testing pans are dimensioned according to the
vehicle being calibrated i.e. an aircraft, tractor-mounted spreader or push-type spreader. Spreaders are
driven (or flown in case of aircraft) across the sampling line while distributing material in the desired rate.
Samples are then collected and weighed, and the measured quantities are used to calculate a distribution
pattern and effective swath. Details of this calibration process are further described in next section.

1.2. Dry Calibration
Although various procedures might have been introduced for dry calibration, they all are following the
same standard pattern. As the method is still following the same steps, the equipment details or setups
might be different from one another, which in fact do not make the routines to be known as another
3

calibration method. A quick comparison between the procedures published by (Fulton & Ogburn, 2010),
(Sumner, 2007) and (Worley, Sumner, & Bass, 2010) it is obvious that all the procedures are very similar
in main pattern as well as the equipment type. Therefore, a set of standardized detail routines have been
introduced for these procedures as ASABE standard S341.3 (American Society of Agricultural and
Biological Engineers, 2004) and S386.2 (American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers,
2009) for both ground based and aerial spreaders in dry applications. These standards were our main
reference for the tests, measurements and considerations on this project. One important point to note here
would be despite the fact that the mentioned system and method in these standardized documents, in
addition to all the research efforts have always been towards improving the aerial application and aerial
distribution patterns, but still it is not much different than dry calibration for different spreader types and
different applications. Also as the ultimate goal of this project along with the tendency of the agricultural
industry is to expand the distribution practices to the faster and more efficient usage of aerial spreaders,
therefore operation S.A.F.E. and its guidelines were used as the primary reference for this document.
According to “ASAE S341.3” and “ASAE S386.2”, The purpose of these Standards are to establish a
uniform method of determining and reporting performance data on broadcast spreaders designed to apply
granular materials on top of the ground. Tests which performed according to these Standards make it
possible to predict distribution uniformity of the spreader and to compare spreader distribution patterns.
The swath distribution pattern test shall be accomplished by directing the spreader over the center of a
target sample line placed at a right angle to the line of travel as illustrated in Figure 1.2-1. The center of
the sample line shall be marked, and any deviation of the spreader line of travel from the sample line
center shall be noted. The sample line may be placed on the land surface, at crop height or at any other
height consistent with the purpose of the test. The spreader shall be moved at a height suited to the type of
material applied and the purpose of the application. In aerial applications the actual aircraft height shall be
measured and recorded. The speed shall be that recommended for the particular type of application and
the spreader should be travelled straight and level through the entire test course. The sample line should
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extend beyond the ends of the pattern being tested. Ordinarily, the sample line will be oriented so that the
spreader will be moving in parallel to the wind direction (or directly into the wind direction for aircraft) to
minimize the effects of crosswind on the distribution pattern. However, once an acceptable distribution
pattern has been obtained, a crosswind series may be run to establish the distribution pattern under this
operating condition. Ambient temperature, humidity, horizontal wind speed and wind direction (with
respect to the direction of travel) shall be measured at 1.5m or 2.5m heights above the sample line. The
dispersing equipment in the spreader shall be turned on (opened) at a certain point prior to crossing the
sample line and shall continue operating the same distance beyond to ensure the consistency of deposition
throughout the test. Evaluation shall be based on at least three replications of the test. Where possible,
each replication shall be made with a single pass of the spreader in the same direction of travel.

Figure 1.2-1 - Schematic map of dry calibration setup based on operation S.A.F.E.

5

After each passage, If the dry material deposited in the collector at each location across the line of
collectors is weighed, the deposit rate may be determined in kg/ha (lbs. /acre) as follows:

Where:
Deposit rate, kg/ha (lbs. /acre)
K2 = constant, 105 (13829)
W = weight collected, g
A = area of collector opening, cm2 (in.2)
E = collector efficiency, 0-100%

If the physical characteristics of the material collected make counting of individual particles desirable, the
results should be expressed as the number of particles per unit area.
Data from the test shall be subjected to a statistical analysis to characterize the distribution pattern
uniformity, therefore the data for individual distribution patterns obtained shall be first graphed as single
swath patterns to enable relating the pattern centerline with the spreader centerline and to show the
distribution pattern characteristics. The single swath patterns shall then be graphed as multiple adjacent
swaths with additive deposits in the overlapped regions to obtain a composite graph showing simulated
field distribution (Figure 1.2-2).

Application Rate
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Effective Spread
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Effective Application
Rate Line

100
75
50
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10

15
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Figure 1.2-2 - Sample graphical presentation of additive deposition pattern based on a single pass.
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The accuracy of the test can be inﬂuenced by wind, granule or particle size, critical relative humidity of
the product, rate of application, ground slope, travel speed, ground roughness, temperature, environmental
relative humidity and method of collecting samples. Conducting tests on a hard surface can also affect the
observed patterns. This effect is more pronounced as particle size increases. According to ASABE and
operation S.A.F.E. guidelines, the following recommendations should be followed to maintain test
accuracy:
All spreading shall be done when the wind velocity is less than 8 km/h (5 mph) at a height of 1.5 m (5 ft.)
above the ground for ground-based spreaders while this can be up to 16 km/h (10 mph) measured at 2.5 m
(8.2 ft.) above the land surface for the aerial spreaders. If a wind exists, the direction of travel shall be
parallel (within ±15º) to the direction of the wind. Tests shall be conducted on a surface having a slope of
less than 2%. If desired, the spreaders may also be tested on a sloping surface, provided all spreaders in
the comparison are tested on the same slope and the degree and direction of slope reported. Width of each
collecting tray (measured perpendicular to the direction of travel) shall not exceed 10% of the anticipated
effective swath width. The length shall be equal to or greater than the width with a minimum length of 30
cm (1 ft). The maximum wall thickness of the tray sides shall be 2.3 mm (0.09 in.). In aerial applications
the area of the top opening of the collectors shall be 0.1 m2 (1 ft2) or larger as required to provide a
representative sample of the deposit and spacing of collectors along the swath shall not exceed 1 m (3.3
ft.).
The history for this process goes back to 1977 when Richard W. Whitney, Dr. Lawrence O. Roth and
Dennis Kuhlman initiated their research on the first analysis system at Oklahoma State University. The
main features of this first pattern analysis system included a four-section framework of one-meter square
hopper-pyramids constructed so that, when attached together, they formed an 80-ft collector for collecting
granular material. A paper-tape strip was positioned on the top of the bins so that the system could be
used for both granules and liquid spray analysis. The analysis equipment, fluorometer and strip chart (no
computer involved, as yet) were fastened at one end of the sample line. For liquid spray patterns, the plot
7

of the deposition was developed as the paper tape was reeled in. For granular patterns the collections
from each hopper were weighed and the numbers plotted. All of this equipment was moved about the
country via a gooseneck trailer and a one-ton truck (Whitney, 2005). In 1981 NAAA with the assistance
of the OSU/KSU team, developed the guidelines for Operation S.A.F.E. and revealed that the acronym
stood for Self-regulated Application and Flight Efficiency. Dr. Dennis R. Gardisser joined WRK, Inc. in
1992, which added technology and expertise in the field of aerial granular application. Although granular
applications were not envisioned as part of Operation S.A.F.E., WRK manufactures granular analysis
systems and many fly-ins have included dry distribution analyses for the benefit of operators who
routinely use their aircraft for such applications. A section addressing dry distribution is included in
the current Operation S.A.F.E. Analyst training manual.
Based on Table 1-1, the estimated average costs of an agricultural aircraft operating in the field is about
310$ per hour. This can be simply calculated as a cost of about 5$ per minute. And this is not including
the costs for labor and additional number of personnel operating in the field. Therefore any minute of time
that can be saved in the traditional calibration progress will contribute to a considerable amount of
savings in costs as well as fuel.
Table 1-1 - Average operating costs per hour for a typical agricultural aircraft. (Thrush Aircraft, 2012)
(Thrush Aircraft, 2012) (AirNav, 2012) (Aviation Career Guide, 2012) (What to Fly, 2012)
Type
Jet A Fuel
Fuel Consumption
Pilot
Oil and other surcharges

Cost
5.78$/g or 1.53$/l
189 l/h => 289.17$/h
16$/h
5$/h

In operation S.A.F.E. it might take roughly an average of 1 to 2 minutes for a pilot to make the necessary
turns from the flagged moment (the moment when sampling line is ready for another test to begin and the
pilot will become aware of it by using a flag) to align the aircraft with the travel line and complete the
deposition process (one pass). Based on the number of assigned personnel in the field, collection and
weighting process of all the samples might take roughly from 30 to 45 minutes. Understandably, even a
8

sequence of landing and a new take off for another testing process would not be very cost effective,
therefore most of the times the pilot would keep the aircraft in flight until the sampling line is ready again
for a new test (which might take up to 10 minutes) and the weight measurements of multiple tests would
be made at a later time to compensate for the potentially lost time.
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Chapter 2: Materials and Methods
This project investigated feasibility of two sensing techniques using electrical sensors which will be
thoroughly described through the rest of this document.

2.1. Tests Conducted
As it is described earlier in the operation S.A.F.E., the most time consuming and effort taking parts of this
practice are the collection, measurement (weighing) and processing (analyze). Although the final process
or analysis is accomplished by a computer or some type of processing device, but an operator is needed to
transfer and enter the measurement results into the processing unit. Apart from all the excessively
consumed time for these purposes, this is also what is commonly referred to as a “data entry” task, which
can be highly time-taking depending on existing human errors.
Our idea was to use electronic sensors, processing units and data recorders in the critical phases of current
calibration process to minimize the required time as well as human interaction. By having the sampling
buckets equipped with or replaced by an appropriate type of measuring sensor, the deposited materials
will be expected to get measured and analyzed within very short time (even a fraction of a second). Later
on, the output of each sensor can be collected and analyzed with any processing unit to provide a report of
the distribution pattern.
In this project the feasibility of two sensing techniques was investigated. Using electrical sensors for this
purpose, first to equip the collecting buckets with the optical sensors and second by replacing the
collecting buckets with a set of novel designed accelerometer based sensing plate which both will be
thoroughly described through the rest of this document.
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2.2. Optical Sensor
In this approach, the idea was to collect the grain distribution samples based on defined areas on the
ground and then count the collected seeds or grains by utilizing a high speed optical seed counter attached
to a tube and as the grains pass through the tube. For this purpose, a Dickey John’s high speed seed
counter sensor was used, which mainly is a commercial sensor that is being used in planters to calculate
the planted seeds per area. (Details available in appendix Appendix A and Figure A-3.3-1)
2.2.1. Sensor and Setup
According to (Steffen, Chatham, & Ill., 1985), this sensor has ability to count overlapping seeds passing
along the sensor. The sensor which includes a light source and a light responsive element that produces a
momentary change in signal level from the light responsive element in response to a momentary change
of level of light incident thereupon from the light source due to the passage of one or more seeds there
between. The control circuit of the sensor comprises a pulse producing circuit responsive to the change in
signal level from the light responsive element for producing a discrete pulse signal in response to each
change in the direction of the change in signal level. Predetermined ones of the discrete pulse signals are
selected for counting.
Very first tests conducted in this method were to pour pre-measured amounts of grains into the tube while
the generated pulses were counted by using a BasicStamp2 microprocessor. Due to the fact that the output
signals of the sensor itself were not detectable by the BasicStamp2 (TTL Logic), a simple operational
amplifier (LM158) setup according to Figure 2.2-1 were utilized to amplify the generated signals.

Figure 2.2-1 - Design used in amplification of the sensor's output signal.
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2.2.2. Seed Counting Test Results
The experimental results for these first sets of tests on rice grains are summarized in the Table 2-1.
Results in very low weights of 1gr to 9gr showed a very good correlation and promising trends. Counted
number of seeds could indicate the expected weight of the sample with a decent accuracy.
Table 2-1 - Counted number of rice seeds using the optical sensor for different sample weights
Weight
1 gr
2 gr
3 gr
4 gr
5 gr
6 gr
7 gr
8 gr
9 gr

1
17
19
27
34
33
35
58
43
71

2
15
22
21
35
42
34
54
40
73

3
12
21
28
29
35
33
49
46
61

4
15
20
24
30
29
34
58
44
63

5
15
18
22
34
30
29
36
41
58

6
17
17
30
37
32
30
47
50
59

7
12
20
25
35
26
32
45
51
60

8
16
20
24
30
30
34
39
47
67

9
21
18
27
32
35
39
44
40
62

10
14
19
27
27
27
42
47
37
72

11
11
21
21
30
31
31
50
42
80

12
10
21
27
30
33
35
44
40
48

13
19
24
24
35
35
45
34
46
44

14
13
18
21
33
26
40
45
42
49

15
16
22
30
33
29
45
37
47
41

16
14
18
19
29
33
36
40
46
39

17
15
21
27
26
33
42
36
39
41

18
13
19
22
33
27
40
33
50
38

Also simple graphical presentations of these results are shown in Figure 2.2-2.

Figure 2.2-2 - Counted number of particles for different amounts of rice.
Data is sorted ascending in repetitions in every weight category.
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19
12
21
25
35
34
31
37
44
41

20
14
19
32
33
26
37
41
44
40

Mean
14.55
19.9
25.15
32
31.3
36.2
43.7
43.95
55.35

These results are sorted in ascending order for each repetition for a more clear representation of the trends
and the consistency in output of the sensor encouraged us to move further to the higher sample weights.
Figure 2.2-3 shows the results for the further experiments using higher amounts of rice on the same
sensor. It is easily noticeable on the chart that the results for weights up to 30gr showed very good
consistency. But for the masses higher than 30gr, the output of the sensor was not linear enough to
accurately indicate the weight of the counted particles. Moreover, for the applications over the 60gr, the
output number varied in a very wide range, making the adjacent categories have a large overlap.

Figure 2.2-3 - Counted number of particles for different amounts of rice.
Data is sorted ascending in repetitions in every weight category.
The same sets of experiments were also conducted on samples of urea and ammonium sulfate with the
same setup.
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The results in Figure 2.2-4 are following a similar but more consistent trend for the urea particles.
Interestingly this consistency is also visible in higher amounts of 50gr and 60gr of measurements in this
case. The only feature on this diagram in compare to the rice samples, which might not be easily
noticeable, is that in general the number of counted particles for the same amount of urea was lower than
rice. For instance the average counted rice particles in a 50gr sample was about 340 grains, whereas 50gr
of urea was consisted of about 230 counted grains.

Figure 2.2-4 - Counted number of particles for different amounts of urea.
Data is sorted ascending in repetitions in every weight category.
In Figure 2.2-5 the nonlinearity is visible in the very early measurements. This chart shows the result of
using Ammonium Sulfate as the measured substance, but even different repetitions of the test in 30gr
have considerable differences. By increasing the sample’s weight the nonlinearity was more noticeable,
causing the counted numbers in higher rates to merge together which indicates an unstable sensing
technique for this material.
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Figure 2.2-5 - Counted number of particles for different amounts of ammonium sulfate.
Data is sorted ascending in repetitions in every weight category.
Figure 2.2-6, Figure 2.2-7 and Figure 2.2-8 represent the mean value of the counted particles of each
weights participated in experiments. On these charts the calculated expected error of one standard
deviation above and below the mean value is also marked. The overlapping results of the expected
number of grains in each weight category for the tested material are clearly visible in these graphs. In the
case of rice (Figure 2.2-6) the variations from the mean considerably increased in weights of over 60gr,
although in the case of ammonium sulfate (Figure 2.2-8) the variations are high even in the lower weights
of 30gr. But urea (Figure 2.2-7) indicated better results as the variations are approximately constant even
in higher weights and the means are following a linear trend. It is good to note that due to minute
differences in the results of the smaller weights of 1gr to 10gr, some of these values and respected results
are omitted in Figure 2.2-6 and Figure 2.2-7 to simplify the graph. Therefore the stepping below the 10gr
of sample’s weight is not equal to the plotted stepping in the weights over 10gr.
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Figure 2.2-6 - Mean measured value and the range of one standard deviation
corresponding to different weight samples of rice

Figure 2.2-7 - Mean measured value and the range of one standard deviation
corresponding to different weight samples of urea
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Figure 2.2-8 - Mean measured value and the range of one standard deviation
corresponding to different weight samples of ammonium sulfate
Calculated standard deviation (SD) and coefficient of variation (CV) for the results of the three materials
are provided in Figure 2.2-9, Figure 2.2-10 and Figure 2.2-11. Interestingly as it is visible in the figures,
the CV curve is somehow stable for all the samples of rice and ammonium sulfate, however, the same
curve has a constant fall as the urea sample’s weight increases. On the other hand, the SD curve on all
three materials rises through the entire test as the sample weight increases, although this rise was
negligible for urea. This escalation also has a sudden and unpredictable behavior right after passing the
uncertainty threshold in the previous graphs. In other words, the SD curve has a sudden overshoot
followed by fluctuations at the 60gr samples in Figure 2.2-9 (rice), and similar behavior is also visible at
30gr weight in Figure 2.2-11 (ammonium sulfate).
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Figure 2.2-9 - Standard Deviation (SD) and Coefficient of Variation (CV)
corresponding to different weight samples of rice

Figure 2.2-10 - Standard Deviation (SD) and Coefficient of Variation (CV)
corresponding to different weight samples of urea
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Figure 2.2-11 - Standard Deviation (SD) and Coefficient of Variation (CV)
corresponding to different weight samples of ammonium sulfate
2.2.3. Differences in Particle Sizes
By having this in mind that optical sensing has direct correlation with the physical appearance of the
grains i.e. shape and size, the observed differences in the trending results of SD and CV curves for the
three materials encouraged us to investigate the physical characteristics and uniformity pattern of
different seeds to correlate that with the gathered data and better understand the practicality of the optical
approach.
Using MatLab’s image processing functions, uniformity patterns of three different particles were
examined. For this reason, rice grains as well as Urea and Ammonium Sulfate particles were spread on
white sheets of the same size in a way that no two particles would touch. Images of the same quality and
precision were taken and analyzed with the MatLab as it is illustrated in Figure 2.2-12, Figure 2.2-13 and
Figure 2.2-14.
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Comparison between these figures indicated that rice grains were following much higher uniformity
pattern and they are expected to be more similar in shape and size rather than the other two products.
Sixty percent (more than half) of the counted rice objects in Figure 2.2-12 consist of around 110 pixels,
while the rest are roughly between 70 and 140 pixels (no very small or very big particles). In contrast,
urea or ammonium sulfate particles consist of extensive amount of minute objects very close to 1 pixel
which makes them extremely hard to be counted with the optical sensor. The uniformity of rice grains in
contrast to the in-uniformity of ammonium sulfate, as well as the considerably smaller grain sizes in
ammonium sulfate, better explained the non-linear output behavior of the sensor for these types of
materials. In the tests where smaller grains passed the utilized optical sensor, the sensor’s pathway could
get clogged by all the various sizes of grains or several small particles might had passed the sensor at the
same time, which could be the cause for greater chance in mis-counting the objects.
2.2.4. Particle Sizes and Their Respective Pulse Widths
Based on the sensor’s description available in the available documents, its output for every single passing
grain was one generated pulse regardless of the size of that grain. But, a closer look to the generated
signals from the optical sensor and measuring the pulse widths also indicated that the sensor was in fact
providing a slightly longer generated pulse for the larger grains. This encouraged us to try combining the
results of the counted seeds as well as the sum of all recorded pulses to better address the grains’ size
difference issues.
For this purpose, an extra set of BasicStamp2 microprocessor was used in parallel to the pulse counter to
measure the generated pulse widths and provide us with the summation of all the measured pulse widths.
This set of experiments began with a single rice seed. In each step another single rice seed was added to
the group of seeds passing the sensor and the same test was repeated again. Table A-2 in
appendix Appendix D provides the detailed results for these experiments.
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Number of objects

Pixel count

Number of objects

Figure 2.2-12 - Particle-size distribution and uniformity of Rice. (Mean = 108.68, Skewness = -0.75)

Pixel count

Number of objects

Figure 2.2-13 - Particle-size distribution and uniformity of Ammonium Sulfate. (Mean = 51.05, Skewness
= 2.09)

Pixel count

Figure 2.2-14 - Particle-size distribution and uniformity of Urea. (Mean = 43.25, Skewness = 1.03)
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The results and also the trends in Figure 2.2-15 once again indicate the non-linearity for the output as the
number of seeds increases. This non-linear behavior also appears in the measured pulse widths as it
closely follows the trend for the detected number of seeds (in shape) in another scale.

Figure 2.2-15 - Results for the detected number of seeds and the respective pulse width summation
for increasing number of 1 to 25 rice seeds.
Another interesting visible trend in this chart is that the numbers of counted rice seeds are always lower
than the actual number of seeds which had passed the sensor. This behavior becomes worse as we are
testing more than 15 or 16 rice seeds in a test, and we can see the output number is roughly becoming a
stable value.
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2.3. Accelerometer Sensor
Next method considered as a potential sensing technique was the use of accelerometer sensors. In this
method the idea was to sense the distribution of particles as they were hitting the ground or any other
sensing surface. Accelerometers nowadays are used in vast variety of applications, which their
availability and variety, as well as the physical concepts of measured acceleration in these devices,
encouraged us to investigate the feasibility of using accelerometers for this application.
2.3.1. Introduction to Accelerometers
An accelerometer is a device that measures the vibration, or acceleration of motion of a structure. The
force caused by vibration or a change in motion (acceleration) causes the mass to "squeeze" the
piezoelectric material which produces an electrical charge that is proportional to the force exerted upon it.
Since the charge is proportional to the force, and the mass is a constant, then the charge is also
proportional to the acceleration. (Introduction to Accelerometers)
From industry to education, accelerometers have numerous applications. These applications range from
triggering airbag deployments to the monitoring of nuclear reactors. There are a number of practical
applications for accelerometers: they are used to measure static acceleration (gravity), tilt of an object,
dynamic acceleration, shock to an object, velocity, orientation and the vibration of an object.
Accelerometers are becoming more and more ubiquitous: cell phones, computers and washing machines
now contain accelerometers. Other practical applications also include measuring the performance of an
automobile, measuring the vibration of a machine, measuring the motions of a bridge or measuring how a
package has been handled. (www.sensr.com, 2012)
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2.3.2. Novel Sensor Design
This novel sensor used an accelerometer sensor chip affixed to the bottom of a flexible metal plate as
shown in Figure 2.3-1. The lower plate had a larger width with respect to the top plate to accommodate
the mounting points. These excess areas on the lower plate were to be held between two solid objects to
maintain the sensor’s stability and prevent any movement of the whole sensor on any direction, leaving
only the middle section of the lower plate and the top plate to move in vertical (Z axis) direction. The top
plate was attached to the lower plate with a solid rod in between. This attachment through the rod helped
all the hit-forces on any place on the upper plate to be transferred directly to the middle section of the
lower plate and exactly where the accelerometer chip was placed.

Figure 2.3-1 - Proposed accelerometer based sensor.
With this design, the released granular particles were hitting the upper plate of the sensor causing a
downward force directly on top of the lower plate where the accelerometer was mounted. Accelerometer
responded to the vibration and transformed the movement into electrical signals. This signal was recorded
and analyzed through a processing unit.
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The output signal of the accelerometer chip has a defined range of voltages for each axis. If we consider
the accelerometer at rest on a flat surface, then the acceleration measured on two axes in the plane parallel
to the flat surface will be zero. In other words, only the axis which is normal to the imaginary planes
parallel to the flat surface will indicate the 1g gravitational acceleration. Therefore, the vibrational
movements due to impacts of a particle on top of the accelerometer will affect the amplitude of the
measured acceleration. These changes appear as a voltage waveform generated by the accelerometer chip
and can be easily converted to g-force.
In this project, a “Hitachi® H48C 3-Axis Accelerometer Module” by Parallax Inc. was used which has
suitable features such as it can measure up to ±3g on any axis, uses MEMS (Micro Electro-Mechanical
System) technology with compensation for calibration-free operation, and can provide up to 200 samples
per second. Detailed description of this sensor is provided in appendix Appendix F.
2.3.3. Accelerometer Test Results
In the very first tests, we began to record the output of the sensor by releasing pre-measured amounts of
grain particles over the sensor from a certain height. These tests started by measured amounts of 0.5gr up
to 1.5 gr and the release height was considered at 230cm from the surface of the plate. A BasicStamp2
microprocessor was used to sample and record the measured acceleration on the accelerometer chip
attached to the plate. With this setup, the measured voltage of the accelerometer chip was sampled and
recorded as fast as 150 samples per second. Later on, the difference of each sample from the idle output
of the sensor was used to calculate an integral of the signal, and this provided us with a number in mV to
be assigned to that specific sample weight (Figure 2.3-2). This can actually be converted to the
acceleration changes due to the force of the particles in the sample, hitting the surface of the plate.
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Figure 2.3-2 - An example of a recorded signal with the proposed accelerometer sensing plate. This is a
representation of a sample deposition of 0.5gr rice grains. The respective calculated integral is indicated
on the secondary axis.
According to Figure 2.3-3 (left) these amounts followed some linear pattern, therefore, higher weights
were tested on the same sensor but the trends as shown on Figure 2.3-3 (right) did not necessarily indicate
the same linearity. Especially in 2.5gr and 3.0gr applications the acquired data were very similar and
close that made it very difficult to differentiate the weight differences. It is good to note that some
experimental difficulties were experienced through this procedure, for instance it was exceptionally hard
to make sure that all the released grains of the sample would hit the sensing plate from the release height.
Also the rate in which the particles were released and were actually hitting the plate was important to note
and compare in each test.
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Figure 2.3-3 - Results of the accelerometer sensor in tests of pre-measured amounts of rice.
Since the resultant data and the accelerometer outputs evoked our interest in the presented idea, and by
considering the mentioned hardships in performing test processes, especially towards depositing higher
amounts of grains from the same height and making sure every grain particle had hit the plate, we decided
to change the test setup. This change could also help to address the mentioned issues we were facing
through the test, and also to better accommodate the ASABE standards. (American Society of
Agricultural and Biological Engineers, 2004)
Thus on our next step, by duplicating new sets of sensing plates we created a setup similar to the one
illustrated in Figure 2.3-4. This new setup was to have three similar sensing plates alongside the swathline. Every sensing plate was accommodated by a collecting pan with the exact same size of 30×38cm.
The small distance between the sensing plates and the collecting pans were to minimize the chances of
having the slight difference in distributions alongside the traveling direction. Pans were chosen to be in
front of the sensing plates as the other way around would make the particles to bounce or slide their way
off the sensing plates and drop into the collecting pans as well. This would undesirably increase the actual
grains that would be collected by each pan. A standard push-type spreader was then used with different
application rate settings to simulate the distribution and throw the test material (Urea in this case) over the
pans and plates by traveling directly over the line of travel. After each pass the collected samples in the
pans were weighed and recorded in correlation with the recorded output of the respective accelerometer
sensing plate.
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Figure 2.3-4 - Test setup layout according to ASAE S341.3 standard
Figure 2.3-5 shows the results of the conducted tests in three application rates (low, medium and high) on
two different push type spreaders. In this figure the output of each accelerometer plate is illustrated
separately with their indicated respective number according to Figure 2.3-4. This figure indicates a better
linearity with respect to previous test, yet still larger variations are visible in higher rates. The figure also
indicates that the third plate did not collect as much grain as first two plates (which is expected due to the
distance from the spreader) and the second plate did not collect as much grain as the first one. On the
other hand, the similar trend and correlation between the plates, especially the first two, is easily
noticeable. It is interesting that the three linear regression lines for the output of these three sensing plates
closely follow the same slope regardless of the distance of the sensing plates from the spreader. This can
be explained by looking further into the momentum equation (

) for each grain. Obviously

grains have extremely small mass with respect to the velocity at which they hit the plate, and we know
that the momentum is the main cause for the vibrations on the sensing plate. Therefore the lateral speed
variations for grains hitting the different plates have much smaller effect on the magnitude of the
momentum, rather than the same effect for changes in the size of the grains itself (grain’s mass). In other
words, since the percentage variations in mass of these products were greater than percentage variations
in velocity.
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Figure 2.3-5 - Results of the 3 accelerometers vs. their respective pan weights.
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2.3.4. Alterations in Sensor’sMounting Angle
Different features and attributes of this proposed sensor can be altered to affect the sensitivity and the
results of the sensor. For instance, thickness of either of the plates, area of the plates and the material that
plates are made of, all can change the behavior of the output signal. Moreover, the mounting position of
the plates or tilting the whole system around either the X or Y axis can affect the output trends of this
sensor.
In this regard, another idea that we investigated through the same setup procedure was to have the sensing
plates tilted in order to have better attacking angle for the hitting particles. This would also have the
benefit of preventing multiple impacts of a single particle on a particular sensor, helping them to have less
bounce and consequently leave the plates more quickly.
For this purpose, two different setups of 10 and 20 degree tilt angles, each with separate sensors, were
built:
1. As shown in Figure 2.3-6 with sensing plates tilted facing opposite to the direction of travel
(tilt around Y axis indicated in Figure 2.3-4). This will be referred to as tilt along direction of
travel or Talong.
2. As shown in Figure 2.3-7 facing perpendicular to the direction of travel and towards the
spreader’s traveling line (tilt around X axis indicated in Figure 2.3-4). This will be referred
to as tilt across direction of travel or Tacross.
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Figure 2.3-6 - First tilt setup with tilted sensing plates facing opposite to the direction of travel.
(Tilt along direction of travel, Talong)

Figure 2.3-7 - Second tilt setup with tilted plates facing perpendicular to the direction of travel.
(Tilt across direction of travel, Tacross)
Figure 2.3-8 summarizes the results from all the tests on each sensing plate, and Figure 2.3-9 separately
compares the results for each tilt angle and tilt direction for either of the left and right plates. In
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Figure 2.3-8 all the results for the both angles and both setup-directions (4 different combinations) for the
first and second plates are marked with 1 and 2 respectively (results are combined). The linear
approximations of the results for these two indicate a larger deviation on the higher ratios again and
interestingly this time the second plate has responded with a lower value for the same weights with
respect to the first plate.

Figure 2.3-8 - Results of the accelerometers vs. their respective pan weights. Accelerometer sensor plates
have tilted angles from 10 to 20 degrees with respect to the horizon. This graph shows all data for these
two accelerometers and does not differentiate between sensor angles.
Full breakdown for these results are shown separately for all the different setup combinations for the first
plate in Figure 2.3-9 and second plate in Figure 2.3-10. First noticeable feature in these figures is the
higher response ratio (resolution) for the 20º angle with respect to the 10º angle for the same sample size.
Also a negligible difference in responses for the first and second setups (T along and Tacross, along and across
the direction of travel respectively) is visible. Due to these results, 20 degree angle with tilt along the
direction of travel provided the best resolution (slope) in this case.
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Figure 2.3-9 - Results of the accelerometer plate number 1 vs. its particular pan weight for different tilt
angle setups from 10 to 20 degrees with respect to the horizon. Talong and Tacross are tilts along and across
the direction of travel individually.

Figure 2.3-10 - Results of the accelerometer plate number 2 vs. its particular pan weight for different tilt
angle setups from 10 to 20 degrees with respect to the horizon. Talong and Tacross are tilts along and across
the direction of travel individually.
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Based on the calculated slopes, resolution for 20 degree setup is about 955mV/g, which is almost double
with respect to the 10 degree setup’s slope, 595mV/g. Also a slight improvement in R2 values was noticed
from 0.9261 to 0.9892 for 10º to 20º angle setup (Figure 2.3-11).

Figure 2.3-11 – Resolution (slope) and R2 calculation for 10° and 20° setups.
2.3.5. Further Investigations
Further tests conducted to better describe the observed behavior of the proposed sensor clarified variation
in the setup and the practicality of the novel sensor design. In the last test setup, one accelerometer plate
was used on each side of the spreader and each plate was accompanied by two collecting pans, one before
and one after each plate. Figure 2.3-12 better illustrates this setup.
In this setup the left and right plates as well as the collecting pans had the same distance from the
travelling line, and during the spreading application careful considerations were used to maintain this
equal distance from each sampling side. The same as before, each collecting pan was to have the
minimum distance from the respective accelerometer plate. After each spreading test and sample/data
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collection, the spreader was turned around at the end of the traveling line to run the exact same test with
the same setting in the opposite direction (back and forth spreading pattern). Spreading tests proceeded
for 2 repetitions of 3 different application rates in each direction (12 reps in total). The goal for this
experiment was to compare the amounts of collected samples along the direction of travel and
accordingly analyze each sensing plate’s output on each side of the spreader. Table A-3 available in
appendix Appendix E contains the details of the results for this test.

Sensing
Plate

Pan

Pan

Line and Direction of Travel
Back and Forth

Pan

Sensing
Plate

Pan

Figure 2.3-12 - Test setup to compare the samples along the direction of travel and on both sides.
For analysis of this data, we needed to label the different collecting pans and accelerometer plates in the
test setup from two different viewpoints, presented separately in Figure 2.3-13 and Figure 2.3-17.
First, let us assume the position of the collecting pans and the accelerometer sensor plates with respect to
the spreader’s direction of travel and name them as “UL”, “UR”, “LL” and “LR” respectively for the
“upper left”, “upper right”, “lower left” and “lower right” collecting pan. Consequently, the accelerometer
sensing plates are named “Acc.L” and “Acc.R” for the left side and right side of the spreader in each
direction (Figure 2.3-13).
Figure 2.3-14 plots the output results of the named “left” or “right” accelerometer plate for each direction
of travel. It is good to note that due to our assumptions in Figure 2.3-13, the “Acc.L” named in “Forward”
direction is actually the “Acc.R” in “Reverse” direction, and vice versa. Therefore, by considering the
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results for either label of the accelerometer plates, we actually looked into the spreading results of just one
side of the spreader but using different accelerometer plates. Therefore, the same results were expected
from the different accelerometer plates. As a result, the accelerometer plates are indicating a continuous
difference between the detected amounts of material on the right side of the spreader to its left.

Figure 2.3-13 - Collecting pan and Accelerometer plate labeling
with respect to the spreader’s direction of travel.

Figure 2.3-14 - Output of the accelerometer plates according to the test setup in Figure 2.3-13.
This difference is also visible in Figure 2.3-15 which is indicating the actual gathered material in the
“Upper Left” and “Upper Right” of the spreader. Similarly, this trend is noticeable in Figure 2.3-16 which
is comparing the same results for the lower plates “LL” and “LR”.
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Figure 2.3-15 - Measured sample weights from the upper pans according to the test setup in
Figure 2.3-13.

Figure 2.3-16 - Measured sample weights from the lower pans according to the test setup in
Figure 2.3-13.
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Conclusively, All these three figures commonly show a lower distribution density on the left side of the
spreader with respect to its right side, which was expected for the experimented spreader.
Also by comparison between the results of the figures 2.3-15 and 2.3-16 (the upper and lower pans), we
can see that similar amount of material were actually collected with the both collecting pans (upper and
lower) on the same side. In addition to that, extending the comparison to Figure 2.3-14 shows similar
trends as presented by the outputs of the accelerometer sensing plates.
The second view for the gathered results would be to assume an absolute position for the collecting pans
and the accelerometer sensor plates, regardless of the spreader’s direction of travel, and name them
according to Figure 2.3-17 for both directions.

Figure 2.3-17 - Collecting pan and Accelerometer plate labeling
regardless of the spreader’s direction of travel.
With this test setup and assumptions, on two consecutive repetitions of the matching setups, the same set
of accelerometer plate and collecting pans were used once in either side of the spreader. Plots in
Figure 2.3-18 and Figure 2.3-19 clearly show the minute difference between the collected samples in
collecting pans (solid lines) which accompany either of the accelerometer plates on different sides of the
traveling line. Also the dashed lines illustrated on the secondary axis of these figures represent the
integrated output of each accelerometer plate, which closely followed the spreading pattern.
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Figure 2.3-18 - Measured sample weights (solid lines) and output integral of the accelerometer plate
(dashed line) for the left side of the traveling line, according to the test setup in Figure 2.3-17.

Figure 2.3-19 - Measured sample weights (solid lines) and output integral of the accelerometer plate
(dashed line) for the right side of the traveling line, according to the test setup in Figure 2.3-17.
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Similar setup and procedure was also practiced with grass seeds and rice grains with both push-type
spreader and also a spreader attached to tractor, to further investigate the trends depicted by the
accelerometer plates. Figure 2.3-20 shows the test layout used in grass and rice seeds test using a pushtype spreader.
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Figure 2.3-20 - Test setup layout used in grass and rice seeds test using a push-type spreader.
Figure 2.3-21 to Figure 2.3-24 illustrate the trends achieved with the application of grass seeds and
Figure 2.3-25 to Figure 2.3-28 illustrate the similar trends with the application of rice seeds on this setup.

Figure 2.3-21 - Output of the S1 vs. the collected grass seeds in P1 and P4 using the push-type spreader.
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Figure 2.3-22 - Output of the S2 vs. the collected grass seeds in P2 and P5 using the push-type spreader.

Figure 2.3-23 - Output of the S3 vs. the collected grass seeds in P3 and P6 using the push-type spreader.
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Figure 2.3-24 - Output of sensors vs. the average of collected grass seeds from their respective pans,
using the push-type spreader.

Figure 2.3-25 - Output of the S1 vs. the collected rice seeds in P1 and P4 using the push-type spreader.
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Figure 2.3-26 - Output of the S2 vs. the collected rice seeds in P2 and P5 using the push-type spreader.

Figure 2.3-27 - Output of the S3 vs. the collected rice seeds in P3 and P6 using the push-type spreader.
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Figure 2.3-28 - Output of sensors vs. the average of collected rice seeds from their respective pans, using
the push-type spreader.
Figure 2.3-29 shows the test layout used in rice seeds test using a spreader attached to tractor.
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Figure 2.3-29 - Test setup layout used in rice seeds test using a spreader attached to tractor.
Figure 2.3-30 to Figure 2.3-32 illustrate the trends achieved with the application of rice seeds on this
setup.
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Figure 2.3-30 - Output of the S1 vs. the collected rice seeds in P1 and P4 using a spreader attached to
tractor.

Figure 2.3-31 - Output of the S3 vs. the collected rice seeds in P3 and P6 using a spreader attached to
tractor.
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Figure 2.3-32 - Output of sensors vs. the average of collected rice seeds from their respective pans, using
a spreader attached to tractor.

Also Figure 2.3-33 and Figure 2.3-34 illustrate the trends achieved by the application of the rice seeds
with the spreader attached to tractor on the plates tilted with 10° angle according to the same test setup as
in Figure 2.3-29.
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Figure 2.3-33 - Output of the S1 vs. the collected rice seeds in P1 and P4 using a spreader attached to
tractor on plates with 10° tilt.

Figure 2.3-34 - Output of the S3 vs. the collected rice seeds in P3 and P6 using a spreader attached to
tractor on plates with 10° tilt.
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Chapter 3: Conclusion and Future Work
In this project, usage of optical based and accelerometer based sensors for the automation purpose of
distribution measurement and pattern characterization in spreading granular particles were introduced,
and their feasibility was investigated. Proposed methods were expected to reduce the time and costs of the
current dry-calibration method as well as the environmental endings of precision applications of
agricultural chemicals. Results from the systems utilizing these electrical sensors indicated promises in
practicality of the idea in the traditional distribution pattern measurement process depending on different
factors and constraints.

3.1. Optical Sensor
First, an optical based sensor was considered to count the granular particles as they passed along a chute
after a proper collection in the collecting buckets. This method showed a good linearity with a consistent
trend for the smaller weight in samples up to 20gr. Sensitivity and promptness of the optical sensor,
velocity of the grain particles and the flow rate had remarkable effects on the output of this sensor. This
was observed in larger sample sizes due to their higher flow rates or possible higher speeds. Also
materials with smaller average particle size worsen the situation. Meaning that, physical characteristics of
the tested particles also had a great impact on the sensor’s behavior. In our observations, output trends of
the sensor with Urea particles maintained very good linearity up to 60gr samples, with Rice this value
dropped to 30gr samples and for Ammonium-Sulfate this trend barely could make it to 20gr.
Therefore, distribution measurements of granular material in low application rates, with higher uniformity
ratio and larger particles better suited this sensing technique. Some filtering techniques can further be
investigated to control the flow rate of the grains and prevent the several grains passage at the same time
resulting possible sensor clog. Moreover, ideas on limiting the variations in velocity of grains while
passing the chute could also improve this method.
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3.2. Accelerometer Sensor
Second, a novel accelerometer based sensor design and new sets of setup structures were introduced. The
sensors were tested in different setups and the output waveform of each sensor were carefully compared
and analyzed. The sensors output showed close correlation with respect to the collected samples in each
designated sampling area. Flexible design of the sensor allowed altering its expected behavior via changes
in physical structure or the placement setup. In this project it was demonstrated that higher sensitivity was
achieved by tilting the sensor plates around the X or Y axes. Moreover, the practicality of the sensors
were tested and it was indicated that comparison between the results of different sensors in the sampling
line gives us a close estimate of the trend which could actually achieved in the dry calibration setup.
Despite the promising results, additional and extensive work will be required to further develop this
sensor to a comprehensively practical solution for the distribution measurement and characterization
problems. Adjustments in body part materials, as well as the size and thickness of the upper and lower
plates, position, mounting angle and number of accelerometer chips applicable on the plate will all
contribute on the sensor’s behavior which requires further investigation.

3.3. Overall and Future Work
Conclusively, the simple ideas provided could possibly be used in automated distribution characterization
platforms for a vast variety of calibration purposes. The future work for this topic can include
investigation in other sensing methods and techniques. Researches in integration of other various
electrical devices and sensors are suggested and possibilities of combining multiple measurements can be
explored.
Additional future work also could consider neighboring sample estimation. This could include
considerations of an array of sensors instead of a single line as a swath line. Array design has potentials to
address large scale applications or to overcome the difficulties of a large-sized collector/sensor designs.
Moreover, an array of sensors provides higher sampling resolution across the swath line by measuring
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multiple samples along and across the direction of travel. For instance as it is depicted in Figure 3.3-1,
each sensor/collector contributing as a single point in the distribution graph can each be consisted of
multiple smaller sensors along and/or across the same larger area. In this figure the main collection area

Line and Direction of Travel

was indicated by dashed lines, which each included 9 smaller sensors/collectors.

Figure 3.3-1 - Simple representation for array of sensors contributing as a large-scale sensor. Sensors can
measure multiple samples along and across the direction of travel for each point represented on the
distribution graph.
Despite the limited science in distribution density measurement of granular particles, this project,
including consideration of optical, accelerometer based and automated techniques hopes to be a first step
towards full automation of this procedure.
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Appendix A. Detailed Description of Operation of Dickey John’s High Speed Seed
Counter Sensor
Referring now to the Figure A-3.3-1 a typical ﬁeld seed planter includes a number of seed chutes or tubes
such as the tube 10. These seed chutes or tubes 10 provide a path of travel for seeds, such as seeds 12, 14
in the direction indicated by arrow 16, as the seeds are dispensed to be planted. The tube 10 may be
cylindrical or otherwise shaped, and forms no part of the invention. Further in accordance with
conventional practice, a suitable seed sensing apparatus is positioned at an appropriate portion along the
axial length of the tube 10 for sensing seeds such as the seeds 12, 14 as they move along the path of travel
16 through the tube 10. This sensing apparatus comprises a light source 18 positioned to one side of the
tube 10 and a light responsive element 20 positioned oppositely the light source 18. Preferably, the tube
10 is provided with suitable transparent portions or windows 22, 24 through which light is transmitted
from the light source 18 and viewed by the light responsive element 20. The light source 18 and light
responsive element 20 are preferably positioned directly opposite each other transversely the axis or path
of travel 16 of seeds through the tube 10. Accordingly, passage of each seed 12, 14 through the tube 10
and between the light source 18 and light responsive element 20 causes a momentary change of the level
of light incident upon the light responsive element 20. As is well known, a light responsive element 20
such as a photovoltaic cell produces an ambient or steady state signal level responsive to the light incident
thereupon from the light source 18. However, upon momentary interruption or change in this level of light
incident thereupon, the photovoltaic cell 20 produces a corresponding momentary change in its signal
level (Steffen, Chatham, & Ill., 1985).
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Figure A-3.3-1 - Cross section view of a typical seed chute, after (Steffen, Chatham, & Ill., 1985).
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Appendix B. Fertilizer Application Rates
Based on (Whiting, Card, & Wilson, 2011) and (LSU AgCenter Communications, 2011) , Application
rates for different fertilizers depends on the required amount of Nitrogen in the soil which can vary from 1
to 10 Lbs. of Nitrogen per 1000 square feet (48.82 to 488.24 Kilograms per Hectare). This will make the
application rates for different fertilizers with various Nitrogen concentrations to change from 0.5 to 200
Lbs. of fertilizer per 1000 square feet per year (24.41 to 9764.85 Kilograms per Hectare per year). Based
on the sensing area of our sensor, the calculation in comparison with 1000 square feet application is
presented in Table A-1.
Table A-1 - Equivalent application rates of Nitrogen according to the size of the administered sensors and
collectors.
Grams in 30 cm × 38 cm (1140 cm2 )

Lbs. in 1000 ft2

0.2
0.5
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0.36
0.90
1.80
3.59
5.39
7.19
8.98
10.78
12.58
14.37
16.17
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Kilograms per Hectare
17.54
43.86
87.71
175.42
263.13
350.84
438.55
526.26
613.97
701.68
789.39

Appendix C. MatLab code for granular image processing
Following code is a simple program to process an image taken from granular particles in order to count
the number of seeds and categorize them by the appeared sizes in pixels. The first three lines of the
program define the function, variables and read the input image from a path. Later on, the image gets
inverted into gray color space and the background gets omitted from the image. After converting the
image to black and white, the “regionprops” function is used to extract the number of objects and their
sizes (area in pixels) to be viewed through a histogram.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

function y=sample()
global cc sampledata;
sample = imread('C:\Documents and Settings\mamira2\Desktop\sulf.jpg');
samplebw = im2bw(sample, graythresh(sample));
samplein = sample;
background = imopen(samplein, strel('disk',50));
samplein2 = samplein - background;
samplein3 = im2bw(samplein2, graythresh(samplein2));
samplein4 = bwareaopen(samplein3, 10);
cc = bwconncomp(samplein4, 4);
sampledata = regionprops(cc, 'basic');
sample_areas = [sampledata.Area];
figure, imshow(samplein4);
figure, hist(sample_areas, 40);
set(gca, 'Position');
title(['Number of Objects = ', num2str(cc.NumObjects)]);
end
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Appendix D. Detailed results for the counted grains and their respective pulse width
Table A-2 - Number of detected seeds and their respective pulse widths.
Number of input seeds Counter output Sum of Pulse Widths (µS)
1
1
6108
2
2
10818
3
2
9754
4
3
14024
5
2
13560
6
5
26176
7
4
25090
8
4
20776
9
5
28592
10
6
35834
11
6
23388
12
7
24404
13
7
31566
14
8
41290
15
8
38126
16
9
37412
17
9
37676
18
9
35758
19
7
24118
20
7
26140
21
8
26404
22
12
51592
23
9
42124
24
7
33580
25
7
19986
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Appendix E. Detailed results of spreading and sampling on both sides along the
direction of travel
Table below is the detailed results for the proposed test plan in Figure 2.3-12.
Table A-3 - Accelerometer plate results according to Figure 2.3-13.

Rate

Rep

Direction

N
N
N
N
R
R
R
R
V
V
V
V

1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2

F
R
F
R
F
R
F
R
F
R
F
R

PAN WEIGHT (g)

Accelerometer (mV)

UL

UR

LL

LR

L

R

1.5
1.5
1.6
1.6
2.7
2.8
3.1
3.3
3.6
4.3
3.8
4.0

1.9
2.0
2.1
1.8
3.5
4.0
4.0
3.9
6.2
6.0
5.6
5.7

0.9
1.8
1.7
1.4
1.3
2.7
2.5
2.7
3.4
3.8
3.6
3.8

1.8
1.8
2.1
1.8
3.0
3.8
3.3
4.3
5.8
5.0
4.5
5.5

1228
874
2324
817
1683
1808
1762
1395
2423
1956
2677
1630

1730
1390
2306
2495
2134
5585
2010
2534
3365
4136
3175
3555
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Appendix F. Hitachi® H48C 3-Axis Accelerometer Module (#28026 by Paralax Inc.)
The Hitachi H48C 3-Axis Accelerometer is an integrated module that can sense gravitational (g) force of
±3g on three axes (X, Y, and Z). The module contains an onboard regulator to provide 3.3-volt power to
the H48C, analog signal conditioning, and an MCP3204 (four channel, 12-bit) analog-to-digital converter
to read the H48C voltage outputs. All components are mounted on a breadboard-friendly, 0.7 by 0.8 inch
module. Acquiring measurements from the module is simplified through a synchronous serial interface.
With the BASIC Stamp® 2 series, for example, this is easily handled with the SHIFTOUT and SHIFTIN
commands. ( Parallax Inc., 2012)
Features:


Measure ±3 g on any axis



Uses MEMS (Micro Electro-Mechanical System) technology, with compensation for
calibration-free operation



Onboard regulator and high-resolution ADC for simple connection to microcontroller
host - compatible with BASIC Stamp 2 series SHIFTOUT and SHIFTIN commands



Free-fall output indicates simultaneous 0g an all axes



Small, breadboard-friendly package: 0.7" x 0.8" (17.8 mm x 20.3 mm)



Wide operational range: -25° to 75° C
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